SCR 43
Long Title: DIRECTING THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES TO USE DEPARTMENTAL AUTHORITY THROUGH THE MERIT RULES AND THE STATE BUDGET ACT TO FOCUS CENTRALIZATION EFFORTS ACROSS STATE EXECUTIVE BRANCH AGENCIES TO EVALUATE EQUITY IN COMPENSATION AND SALARY, WITH STARTING RATES ON INITIAL APPOINTMENT AND THE ADVANCED STARTING SALARY PROCEDURE, INCLUDING IN THE CONTEXT OF RACE AND GENDER, AND ISSUE A REPORT ON PROGRESS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

Vote requirement: Simple Majority (SM) 11 needed to pass.

Passed 21 YES 0 NO 0 NOT VOTING 0 ABSENT 0 VACANT

Y - Bonini          Y - Lockman          Y - Poore
Y - Brown          Y - Lopez             Y - Richardson
Y - Ennis          Y - Mantzavinos       Y - Sokola
Y - Gay            Y - S. McBride        Y - Sturgeon
Y - Hansen         Y - Parade            Y - Townsend
Y - Hocker         Y - Pettyjohn         Y - Walsh
Y - Lawson         Y - Pinkney           Y - Wilson
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